The future of the region of Dakhla Oued-Eddahab
The Royal Institute for Strategic Studies (IRES) has prepared a report on the future of the region of Dakhla Oued-Eddahab, which has highlighted the challenges and issues of the structural transformation and to establish foresight scenarios to strengthen the pivotal role that this region is called to play in South-South cooperation, especially at the African level and in the articulation with the Atlantic and European spaces.

How to adopt the one health approach in Morocco?
IRES has finalized a synthesis report dealing with the "one health" concept according to different approaches in order to better define its contours and to formulate proposals for the adoption and implementation of the one health approach in Morocco.

July and August 2022 webographic watch bulletin
The July and August 2022 issues of the "Bulletin de veille webographique", available online on the IRES website, present summaries of foresight reports on the following themes: the European Union's blue governance, the main global risks in 2022, the geopolitics of energy transformation, ...
How to adopt the one health approach in Morocco?
This conference, held on July 6, 2022, is part of IRES' reflection on the redesign of the national health system.

This meeting was attended by representatives of international organizations, including the World Health Organization and the African Union, those of the ministerial departments concerned as well as a high-level panel comprising Moroccan and foreign experts in the field of global health. It was an ideal opportunity to review the concept of "one health", to cross approaches in order to better define its contours and to highlight the current and future issues inherent to this issue.

Le Sahara à l'épreuve de la colonisation : un nouveau regard sur les questions territoriales
The IRES organized, Thursday, July 28, 2022, a meeting dedicated to the presentation and discussion of the book entitled "le Sahara à l'épreuve de la colonisation : un nouveau regard sur les questions territoriales" Professor Jilali EL ADNANI.

This meeting, which was attended by experts and researchers from Morocco and abroad, focused on the discussion of the issue of the Moroccan Sahara in a historical perspective, based on the archives of the time and the insights provided by the maps drawn by the colonial powers as well as by historical documents recently declassified, collected and analyzed at the level of the aforementioned book.

In September and October 2022, the IRES. Forum will organize seminars to present:

- the conclusions of the study on the future of Morocco's relations with the United States of America,